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INTRODUCTION
Each year, federal administrative agencies routinely adopt thousands of
legally binding rules through a process that culminates in those rules being
published in the Federal Register and codified in the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR). This module offers law faculty the information, plans, and resources
needed to introduce students to a common federal rulemaking practice called
incorporation by reference. When an agency incorporates by reference, it
promulgates a rule that, with approval from the Office of the Federal Regis-
ter (OFR), identifies but does not reprint material already published else-
where. The identified materials are then "deemed published in the Federal
Register" and in the CFR.2 The incorporated materials become part of the
agency's rule thus becoming binding law without actually being included
in the law.
Sometimes the incorporated materials are what are commonly known as
private or voluntary "standards."3 Such standards are developed by industry
groups or nongovernmental organizations and are relied upon widely by
many companies in the design of their products and processes. Standards
that are incorporated by reference may therefore be enforced against regu-
lated entities, even though those entities cannot find any actual text detailing
their legal obligations in the official public code; the incorporated standards
can only be found elsewhere, often in private, copyrighted collections of
standards developed and maintained by industry associations or private
standard-setting organizations (SSOs). It is valuable for students to learn
about incorporation by reference because the practice is widespread across
administrative agencies. According to the Standards Incorporated by Ref-
erence (SIBR) database maintained by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST), federal regulations contain more than 23,000
1. See,5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) (2012).
2. See id.
3. In this Teaching Guide and in the field of practice generally, agencies promulgate
"rules" that incorporate "standards." The meaning of these terms in the incorporation by
reference context is different from their meanings as used in discussions of the jurisprudential
distinction between "rules" and "standards." See generaly Duncan Kennedy, Form and Substance
in Pnrate Law Adjudication, 89 HAR V. L. RLV. 1685 (1976); PierreJ. Schlag, Rules and Standards,
33 UCLA L. Rix. 379 (1985). Something that is a rule or a standard in the incorporation by
reference sense can be either a rule or a standard in the legal theory sense.
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incorporations of private standards by reference.4 The topic of incorporation
by reference is important both because it raises issues arising in professional
practice and because it raises core legal and institutional issues.
This module is designed to help faculty conduct a single class session, or
even part of a class session, on incorporation by reference. It is adaptable for
use in a variety of courses, most principally administrative law, statutory in-
terpretation, legislation and regulation, and intellectual property. In addi-
tion, incorporation by reference may raise issues under the Takings Clause-
and thus might be explored in courses on constitutional law or property law.
At still another level, questions about publicity and transparency as prereq-
uisites for the morality of the law might even make incorporation by refer-
ence appropriate for teachers of courses on jurisprudence and legal philoso-
phy who seek practical applications to explore with students.
The central question underlying incorporation by reference is how to en-
sure public access to private standards that federal agencies incorporate into
legally binding regulations. These standards are typically developed by non-
governmental SSOs that assert copyright in their standards and rely on the
revenue generated from the sale of those standards to fund their standard-
setting processes. Federal law requires copies of incorporated standards to
be, at a minimum, available for public inspection at the OFR in Washington,
D.C., and in the promulgating agency's public library (often located only in
D.C., although a few agencies maintain libraries in regional offices as well).6
Before the Internet, this level of public access was generally considered suffi-
cient. But as many agency documents and the overall federal rulemaking
process itself have moved online, incorporated standards have lagged behind
in terms of public accessibility. Those who want to read a standard to com-
ment on a proposed rule or to understand what a federal regulation with an
incorporated standard requires often have to pay the SSO to purchase a copy
of the standard and sometimes these costs can be substantial.7 This module
challenges students to identify possible solutions that could promote public
access to incorporated standards. The case of incorporation by reference will
prove more difficult and more interesting to students than it first appears.
4. This figure is current as ofJanuarm 14, 2019. See Standard Incorporated by Rejerence (SJBR)
Database, NAT'L INST. OF SAETY & TLCH., https://-ww.nist.gov/standardsgov/ what-we-
do/federal-policy-standards/sibr (last visited May 2, 2019) [hereinafter SJBR Database].
5. See U.S. CONST. amend. V.
6. Emily S. Bremer, Incorporation by ReJerence in an Open Government Age, 36 HARV. J.L. &
PUB. POL'Y 131, 136 (2013) [hereinafter Bremer, Incorporation by Reerence].
7. Emily S. Bremer, On the Cost oJ Private Standards in Public Law, 63 KAN. L. RLV. 279, 289
(2015) [hereinafter Bremer, On the Cost oJ Private Standards].
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I. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Depending on how the instructor approaches and defines the exercise, this
module can be an effective way to teach students about the following issues
across a variety of subjects:
* Standards: What are voluntary consensus tandards? How are they
developed and by whom? What purposes do they serve? When
should government agencies use these privately developed tech-
nical standards in regulation? What do applicable federal laws, as
well as federal policy guidelines, say about when agencies must
use these standards? What are the options for funding the stand-
ard-setting process? If copyright revenues are no longer available
to SSOs, what alternative sources of funding might be available
to them and how will a shift to a new revenue model affect the
standards system?
* Administrative Law: What material is an agency legally obligated to
publish in the Federal Register? What material is an agency required
to provide to the public at the start of the public comment period
on a proposed rule? What material is an agency required to pro-
vide to the public after a final rule has been promulgated? Is pub-
lic inspection in person at an agency office sufficient in light of the
new possibilities and expectations created by the emergence of the
Internet and electronic rulemaking? Has the law kept up with
these developments? If not, what administrative values are at stake?
* Statutoy Inteipretation: How should the traditional tools of statutory
interpretation be used to understand and implement the federal
statute governing incorporation by reference? What issues arise
when an older statute-the core provision of the relevant statute
in this case was enacted in 19668 must be applied to a new, un-
foreseen set of circumstances the Internet and changing expec-
tations about the accessibility of information? How should legis-
lative history be used to help answer these questions? When a
problem implicates multiple statutes, how does an interpreter re-
solve a conflict among competing statutory purposes?
* Institutions: How does the institutional position of the interpreter
affect how a statute should or can be interpreted and
8. S. RuP. No. 88-1219, at 1 (1964).
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implemented? If the law has not kept up with the world it gov-
erns, who should or can address that reality? With incorporation
by reference, there are a variety of institutional actors with some
claim to interpretive authority and responsibility: OFR, the Office
of Management and Budget (OMB), individual agencies, the
courts, and Congress.9
* Administrative Poliqymaking: If the ideal policy outcome is one that
the law does not presently require or authorize, is that ideal simply
out of reach? If not, which institution within government (e.g.,
OFR, OMB, and individual agencies) can or should act to achieve
the ideal? By doing what? Can or should the courts resolve the
matter? If so, how? Is a new statute necessary? If so, what should
the new statute say? Even if the passage of a new statute is the
best choice but is otherwise unobtainable, are there nonlegislative
solutions or ways that the government can collaborate with the
private sector to improve the status quo?
* Copyfght: Do SSOs have a valid claim to copyright in the standards
they produce? Does the government's use of a standard in a regu-
lation affect the status of the copyright? If so, in what circumstances?
Is governmental use of a copyrighted standard in regulation neces-
sarily fair use? Does the government need to purchase a license to
provide free online access to incorporated standards? Is that a fea-
sible or desirable alternative? If an SSO has a valid copyright in a
standard and loses that copyright as a consequence of the govern-
ment's unilateral decision to use the standard in regulation, does the
SSO have a claim under the Constitution's Takings Clause?
As this list suggests, the issues surrounding incorporation by reference, and
by extension this course module, are surprisingly rich. This Teaching Guide
is intended to be adaptable an instructor need not address all these issues
to use the module effectively.
II. MATERIALS IN THIS COURSE MODULE
This Teaching Guide is part of a larger course module containing materi-
als designed to help the instructor prepare to teach a class session on incor-
poration by reference. It also includes materials that can be assigned to
9. Emily S. Bremer, A ilultidimeafonal Problem, 45 ENVTL. L. RLP. 10783, 10783 (2015)
[hereinafter Bremer, A ilultidimenional Problem].
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students in advance of the class session. All of the following materials for this
module can be found online at the Voluntary Codes and Standards website: 10
* Teaching Guide: this document.
* Selected Reading Materials: either for assignment to stu-
dents or preparation of the instructor or both.
o Excerpt from Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5
U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) (adopted 1966).
o Excerpt from FOIA's legislative history, S. REP. NO. 88-
1219 (1964) ("Description of Subsection (a)," appearing
on page 6 of 9).
o OMB Circular A- 119:11
" Office of Mgmt. & Budget, Exec. Office of the
President, Federal Participation in the Develop-
ment and Use ofVoluntary Consensus Standards
and in Conformity Assessment Activities, 63 Fed.
Reg. 8546 (Feb. 19, 1998).
* Office of Mgmt. & Budget, Exec. Office of the
President, Federal Participation in the Develop-
ment and Use ofVoluntary Consensus Standards
and in Conformity Assessment Activities, 81 Fed.
Reg. 4673 (Jan. 27, 2016).
o Admin. Conf. of the U.S., Recommendation 2011-5, In-
coiporation by Reference, 77 Fed. Reg. 2257 Jan. 17, 2012).
* PowerPoint Slides: optional if the instructor chooses to lecture
for some or all of the class session.
* Videos: suitable for assignment o students in advance or for dis-
play in class or both.
* Glossary: attached as the Appendix to this Teaching Guide but
also available separately online.
In addition, Section VI of this Teaching Guide provides a list of additional
background reading that may be helpful to the instructor.
10. Penn Program on Regulation, Incorporation by ReJerece PLNN LAW', https:/www law.
upenn.edu/insdtutes/ppr/codes-standards/incorporation-by-reference.php (last visited May
3, 2019) [hereinafter Jncorporation by ReJerence (I ebsite)].
11. The 1998 and 2016 versions of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Cir-
cular are substantially the same with respect to the core elements of federal standards policy.
But the 2016 version addresses the incorporation by reference public access issue. If the in-
structor wants students to consider how federal standards policy would affect their own solu-
tion to the incorporation by reference issue, it will make most sense to assign the 1998 version.
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III. BACKGROUND FOR INSTRUCTORS
The incorporation by reference issue has three core dimensions associated
with it: (1) administrative law, including publication requirements under the
FOIA, public participation requirements in informal rulemaking, and the
public interest in access to the law; (2)federal standards policy, which imposes
additional statutory requirements on agencies and facilitates a valuable pub-
lic-private partnership in standards; and (3) copyright law, which introduces a
final layer of complexity to an already important subject. Since 2011, mul-
tiple institutions have taken steps toward solving the public access conun-
drum created by incorporation by reference. These developments since
2011 add depth to the module and attest to the broad importance of incor-
poration by reference in the contemporary legal system.
A. Administrative Law
Federal agencies are required by law to publish certain administrative ma-
terials, including proposed rules and final rules, in the Federal Register, a daily
government publication. 2 Final rules, which have the force of law, are addi-
tionally compiled and subsequently published by subject matter in the CFR.
The CFR, which is technically considered a special edition of the Federal Regis-
ter, provides an orderly codification of all agency pronouncements that have
legal effect. An agency that fails to publish regulatory materials as required
may not enforce their unpublished rules against anyone lacking actual notice. 13
Incorporation by reference is a regulatory drafting technique that is permitted
under a provision ofFOIA enacted in 1966. Now codified at 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1),
the incorporation by reference provision is embedded in the section of the law
that establishes the consequences (i.e., unenforceabiity) for nonpublication:
Except to the extent that a person has actual and timely notice of the terms thereof, a person
may not in any manner be required to resort to, or be versely af ected by, a matter required
to be published in the Federl Register and not so published. For thepurpse oj'di paragraph,
matter reasonably available to the clavs ojperom aj/ected thereby t deemed publivhed in the Federal
Regitter when incorporated by rejerence therein with the approval oJ'the Director oJ'the Federal Register. 
14
OFR has regulations governing the process agencies must go through to
secure the Director's approval to incorporate materials by reference in the
CFR.1-  As noted earlier, the CFR currently contains more than 23,000 in-
corporations by reference. 6
12. Se 5 U.S.C. § 552 (2012).
13. Seeid. § 552(a)(1).
14. Id. (emphasis added).
15. See 1 C.F.R. § 51 (2014).
16. SBR Database, supra note 4.
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Private standards also called "voluntary consensus standards" '17 are
the focus of this course module because their incorporation by reference in
federal regulations raises the most interesting and controversial questions.
But incorporation by reference is also frequently used for other kinds of ma-
terials. Indeed, the two agencies that incorporate by reference most fre-
quently do so for nonstandards-related purposes. First, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) uses incorporation by reference to approve State
Implementation Plans (SIPs) under the Clean Air Act. The materials that
EPA incorporates by reference when approving SIPs are state environmental
regulations.58 Second, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) uses in-
corporation by reference for airworthiness directives, standard instrument
approaches to airports, and airspace designations. Owners and operators of
aircraft regulated by FAA are under a general duty to keep their aircraft in a
safe and airworthy condition.19 When a known problem with a particular
aircraft comes to light, the FAA issues an airworthiness directive to specifi-
cally require owners and operators of that aircraft to address that problem
through a targeted inspection or repair.2 0 The FAA incorporates by refer-
ence the needed service information, which is typically contained in a copy-
righted manual produced by the aircraft's manufacturer.2 In addition, for
standard instrument approaches to airports and airspace designations, the
FAA incorporates maps by reference because maps cannot be published in
the CFR due to size and formatting issues.22
Although the EPA and FAA frequently incorporate materials other than
standards, the incorporation by reference of private standards is controver-
sial because these standards are developed by nongovernmental SSOs that
17. See National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-
113, § 12, 110 Stat. 775, 783 (1996).
18. Bremer, Icorporation by Refirence, supra note 6, at 146.
19. See 14 C.F.R. § 39.5(a) (b) (2012); see aro Emily S. Bremer, Jncorporation by Refiernce,
Supra note 6, at 146 (discussing the Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA's) incorporation of
manufacturer service manuals into its airw orthiness directives).
20. See 14 C.F.R. §§ 39.7, 39.9.
21. Se, e.g, Airw orthiness Directives; The Boeing Company Airplanes, 77 Fed. Reg.
60,889 91 (Oct. 5, 2012) (to be codified at 14 C.F.R. pt. 39); Airworthiness Direes: Incorporation
by Refrerce, FED. Ax1ATiON ADMIN., https://-ww.faa.gov/aircraft/air-cert/continued_ op
eration/ad/type-incolp/ (last visited Mar. 8, 2019).
22. Although the Federal Register and Code oj'Federal Regulatiom (CFR) are now available
online, formatting is determined by the physical print editions. This is because: (1) Office of
Federal Register (OFR) is still under a statutory mandate to publish the physical print editions
and (2) the online versions are not official because they are dynamic (an agency or court needs
to know with certainty what the law required on a particular day before it can enforce that
law against someone).
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often make them only available for a fee. Of course, by law all materials
incorporated by reference must be "reasonably available," which has tradi-
tionally meant public inspection at OFR and in the relevant agency's li-
brary.23 This in-person physical availability is theoretically free, but it re-
quires an in-person visit, usually to Washington, D.C..
Most standards are produced by private nonprofit SSOs that assert copy-
right in their standards and rely on the revenue from the sale of those docu-
ments to fund the standard-setting process.24 When an agency uses a stand-
ard in a regulation, the copyright prevents the agency from publishing the
full text of that standard in the Federal Register, CFR, or on the agency's own
website.2- Instead, the agency incorporates the standard "by reference,"
which means the agency identifies the standard and the organization that
created it in the relevant Federal Register notice and CFR provision, but it does
not print any of the standard's content in those governmental documents.26
Interested persons must contact the relevant SSO to obtain a copy of the
standard if they wish to read its content.
2'
The cost to purchase a copy of an incorporated standard varies. Although
many are now starting to be available for free online, typically in a read-only
format, many others are available only for a fee. For instance, a case study
of standards incorporated by reference into federal pipeline safety regulations
revealed that approximately 66% of the standards were available online for
free, while the average cost to purchase a copy28 was $150.44, the median
cost was $112.00, and the maximum cost was $630.00.29 The cost to pur-
chase a complete set of the standards incorporated by reference into the reg-
ulations was $9,477.85.30
Requiring interested persons to pay to read standards incorporated by ref-
erence into proposed and final regulations can present a significant problem
from the perspective of administrative law and its longstanding commitment
23. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) (2012).
24. Bremer, On the Cost ojPriate Standard, supra note 7, at 279.
25. See id.
26. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1).
27. OFR's regulations require agencies to include "the title, date, edition, author, pub-
lisher, and identification number of the publication," 1 C.F.R. § 51.9b(2) (2012), as well as
contact information for the standard-setting organization (SSO) or other publisher. See 1
C.F.R. § 51.9(b)(4); OFFICE FED. REGISTER, IBR HANDBOOK 26 (2018), https://wV.ar
chives.gov/ files/federal-register/write /handbook/ibr.pdf.
28. The vast majority of the standards that were found to be available online for free
were available in a read-only capacity but could also be purchased in print or unrestricted
electronic format.
29. Bremer, On the Cost ojPriate Standard, supra note 7, at 289.
30. Seeid. at 314-16.
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to government transparency. Requiring payment undermines public partic-
ipation in the rulemaking process by erecting a barrier for those who wish to
comment on a proposed regulation. After a final rule is promulgated, pay-
ment requirements necessitate that anyone seeking to know what the law re-
quires pay a private party to read the full text of a federal law.
3 1
Any solution to this public access problem must be designed so as not to
cause unintended or undesirable consequences in two other areas of law and
policy. The first involves federal standards law and policy, and its underlying
commitment to the value of a public-private partnership in standard-setting.
The second area is copyright law. As explained below, these two areas, alt-
hough distinct, are interrelated. The following two sections lay the ground-
work for teaching about the public access problem by explaining these two
areas and how they are relevant. These two sections are followed by a third
section that identifies various possible solutions that have been offered to im-
prove public access to incorporated standards and how those solutions might
affect both standards law and policy and copyright law.
B. Federal Standards Law and Policy
Under federal standards law and policy, agencies are generally required
to use available privately developed standards in lieu of developing "govern-
ment-unique" standards to fulfill standardization needs in regulation and
procurement.3 2 This policy is embodied in the National Technology Trans-
fer and Advancement Act of 1995 (NTTAA)33 and 0MB Circular A- 1194
The statute states that "all Federal agencies and departments shall use tech-
nical standards that are developed or adopted by voluntary consensus tand-
ards bodies, using such technical standards as a means to carry out policy
objectives or activities determined by the agencies and departments," making
exception only for situations in which using the available standard would be
31. Regulated parties usually already have access to incorporated standards because they
need them to run their business regardless of the incorporation by reference. Perhaps for this
reason, most of the complaints about public access to incorporated standards come from third-
party beneficiaries of the regulations. These individuals and entities are interested not in their
own legal obligations, but in the legal obligations being imposed upon others.
32. Office of Mgmt. & Budget, Exec. Office of the President, Federal Participation in the
Development and Use of Voluntary Consensus Standards and in Conformity Assessment Ac-
tivities, 81 Fed. Reg. 4673 Jan. 27, 2016), https:// wwv.nist.gov/sites/default/files/re
xised circular a- 119 as of 01-22-2016.pdf [hereinafter OMB Circular A- 119 (2016)].
33. Pub. L. No. 104-113, 110 Stat. 775 (1996). Despite its title, the National Technology
Transfer and Advancement Act (NTTAA) was actually enacted in the first months of 1996
and presented to President Clinton for signing on March 7, 1996.
34. See OMB Circular A-119 (2016), spra note 32.
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"inconsistent with applicable law or otherwise impractical."35 In addition,
the requirement to use private standards extends only to voluntary consensus
standards, which are defined according to the process used in their develop-
ment.36 OMB Circular A-i 19 broadly defines the attributes of the voluntary
consensus process: (1) openness, (2) balance of interest, (3) due process, (4) an
appeals process, and (5) consensus, which is defined as general agreement but
not necessarily unanimity.
37
Federal standards law and policy offers a number of benefits. It saves sub-
stantial time and money that federal agencies would otherwise have to invest
to develop standards themselves.38 It gives agencies access to technical and
engineering expertise that exists outside of the government. 39 And it pro-
motes uniformity in the standards that are used across the government and
in the private sector to address the same subject matter.
40
Most importantly, federal standards law and policy recognizes the reality
that the United States has a vast, predominately private standardization sys-
tem.41 This system emerged in the late 1800s and as it has grown and be-
come more sophisticated a strong public-private partnership in standards
has emerged.42 In the 1960s and 1970s, federal agency use of private stand-
ards in regulation became commonplace.43 The Administrative Conference
of the United States (ACUS)44 adopted a recommendation on the subject
around the same time as the first version of Circular A- 119 was being devel-
oped in the late 1970s.45 In early 1996, Congress essentially codified OMB
Circular A- 119 by enacting the NTTAA.46
35. See National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-
113, § 12, 110 Stat. 775, 783.
36. See id.
37. OMTB CircularA-119 (2016), supra note 32, at 16.
38. See Tyler R.T. N olf, E6tig in a Legal Limbo: The Precariow Poition o'Standarh Development
Organizations, 65 WASH. & LLE L. RLV. 807, 812, 817 (2008).
39. See Bremer, On the Cost oJ'Private Standard, supra note 7, at 299 300.
40. See generally id. at 304-05 (discussing the history of NIST and the emergence of
voluntarv consensus standards).
41. Seeid. at 303.
42. Seeid. at301 02, n.137.
43. Id. at 305 06; Bremer, Incorporation by Reererce, supra note 6, at 134, 148 49.
44. The Administrative Conference of the United States (ACUS) is a free-standing fed-
eral agency that studies administrative procedure and makes consensus-based recommenda-
tions for improvement to other agencies, the President, Congress, and theJudicial Conference.
See ADm1N. CON. OFTHE U.S., https://www.acus.gov/acus (last visited Mar. 1, 2019).
45. See Admin. Conf. of the U.S., Recommendation 78-4, Guidance in Federal Agency
Interaction with Private Standard Setting Organizations, 44 Fed. Reg. 1357, 1357 Jan. 5, 1979).
46. Wolf, supra note 38, at 816 n.61.
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As a practical matter, when an agency needs a technical standard to flesh
out a regulatory requirement, it often finds that a private technical standard
has already become the prevailing standard in the relevant industry.47 In
these circumstances, the agency may need to use the existing standard to
carry out its statutory mandate and effectively integrate public regulatory re-
quirements with an existing network of private technical standards.
48
C. Copyright
Copyright is the second area of law relevant to the public access problem
surrounding incorporation by reference. Copyright law presents at least
three issues.
The first issue is the eligibility of standards for copyright protection. The
general view that standards can be copyrighted has not been seriously chal-
lenged in the courts.49 One scholar has questioned it, however, at least with
respect to certain information and communications technology standards.-)O
The second issue is whether and under what circumstances a government
reproduction of a copyrighted work might constitute a fair use. A 1999 opin-
ion from the Department of Justice's Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) ad-
dresses this question, explaining that a government use is not necessarily a
fair use.- 1
The third issue is whether a standard loses its copyright protection when
a government entity adopts that standard as law or incorporates it by refer-
ence into law.-)2 Two theories might suggest hat a copyrighted standard does
lose its protection upon incorporation. One theory is that the standard enters
the public domain when it becomes part of the law.- 3 Another theory is that,
upon adoption or incorporation, the idea of the standard merges with the one
and only possible expression of "the law." 4 It is a fundamental principle of
copyright law that ideas cannot be copyrighted. Only expressions of ideas
47. See Bremer, On the Cost ojPrivate Standards, supra note 7, at 308.
48. See Nina A. Mendelson, Private Control Over Access to the Law: The Perplexing Federal
Regulatory Ue eoJPrivate Standards, 112 MICH. L. RNx. 737, 784 87 (2014).
49. See Pamela Samuelson, uedning Coyrightin Stand rd, 48 B.C. L. REX. 193, 194-95 (2007).
50. Se generaly id.
51. \hether Government Reproduction of Copyrighted Materials is a Noninfringing
"Fair Use," 23 Op. O.L.C. 87, 104 (1999), https://wvw.justice.gov/sites/default/files/
olc/opinions/ 1999/04/31 /op-olc-v023-p0087.pdft
52. See Bremer, Incorporation by Reerence, supra note 6, at 170 71.
53. Samuelson, supra note 49, at 219 20.
54. Bremer, Incorporation by Refirence, spra note 6, at 170 71.
55. Se 17 U.S.C. § 102 (2012).
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can be copyrighted.-)6 When there is only one or two ways to express an idea,
the expression and the idea may merge.> As a consequence, the expression
will have no or only very thin copyright protection. If the merger doctrine is
applied in the incorporation by reference context, this means that when the
standards are incorporated into law by reference, they lose much or all of
their copyright protection.8
The canonical case most relevant to this third issue of continued copyright
protection for standards incorporated into federal regulations was Veeck v.
Southern Building Code Congress International, Inc. 9 This case involved a model
building code developed for the purpose of being adopted as a law. Two
small towns in Texas adopted the code as intendedt0 A local activist seeking
to make the law more accessible bought a copy of the model code, stripped
the copyright information from it, and posted it online as the code of the two
towns.6 1 The code developer sued and prevailed in the district court and
before a Fifth Circuit panel.62 A divided en banc court reversed, holding that
the code as adopted into law could not be copyrighted, although the code
developer retained copyright in the model code.63 The court explained its
decision by invoking both the public domain theory and merger doctrine.
6 4
But it expressly held that it was only deciding the applicability of copyright
to adopted model codes, specifically distinguishing from its ruling standards
incorporated by reference into the law, citing OMB Circular A- 1 19. 6- Thus,
Veeck did not resolve the question of continued copyright protection for in-
corporated standards. The Supreme Court denied a petition for certiorari
in the case.6
6
There are at least two aspects of the Veeck court's decision that are difficult
to understand. First, the court held that the code developer retained some
copyright in its model code and yet could not prevent Veeck from posting
the code online as adopted into law.6 ' As explained above, however, what
Veeck in fact posted was the model code and, in all cases in which a model
code is adopted as law, the model code will be identical or nearly identical to
56. Id.
57. Samuelson, supra note 49, at 215.
58. Id.
59. 293 F.3d 791 (5th Cir. 2002), cert. denied539 U.S. 969 (2003).
60. Id. at 793.
61. Id.
62. Id. at 794.
63. Id. at 793 94, 806.
64. 1d. at 799 801.
65. Id. at 803 04, 804 n.20.
66. 293 F.3d 791 (5th Cir. 2002), cert. denied539 U.S. 969 (2003).
67. Id. at 793.
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the code as adopted as law. It is therefore hard to see, as a practical matter,
what rights the code developer retained following the court's decision.
Second, as already noted, the court expressly stated that the "wholesale
adoption of a model code" as law is different from the "official incorporation
of extrinsic standards," explaining that the copyright caselaw involving the
latter "is distinguishable in reasoning and result."68 In so doing, the court
cited Circular A-1 19.69 Whether a code or standard is adopted as law or
incorporated by reference, however, the legal consequence is the same: the
previously private, copyrighted code or standard becomes part of "the law."'
7
The Veeck court's attempt to distinguish between these two methods of giving
legal effect to a privately authored document presumably cannot be justified
on any principled basis and is thus perhaps best understood as a pragmatic
attempt to cabin the decision and avoid any conflict with federal standards
law and policy.
As explained further below, the only subsequent court that has squarely
considered the issues left open in Veeck has held that standards incorporated
by reference into federal regulation retain their copyright protection.71 The
U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit reversed the district court, but de-
clined to address the central questions, citing constitutional avoidance con-
cerns.72 The case was remanded for further proceedings before the district court.
The copyright issue is intimately related to the matter of funding the stand-
ard-setting process. As previously noted, the revenue model most SSOs have
adopted relies heavily on the revenue generated from the sale of standards.
Copyright protects this model. When you think of counterfeit products, you
generally think of things like Louis Vuitton handbags. But standards get
counterfeited, too! For example, the National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) has had problems with people selling counterfeit copies of the Na-
tional Electric Code.73 NFPA's ability to enforce its copyright protects the
SSO's primary funding source and helps to prevent the dissemination of po-
tentially erroneous copies of its standards.
68. Id. at 804 (citing CCC Info. Sen s. v. Maclean Hunter Mkt. Reports, Inc., 44 F.3d 61
(2d Cir. 1994); Practice Mgmt. Info. Corp. v. Am. Med. Ass'n, 121 F.3d 516 (9th Cir. 1997),
opinion amended by 133 F.3d 1140 (9th Cir. 1998)).
69. Id. at 804 n.20.
70. Id. at 802.
71. See Am. Soc'y for Testing & Materials v. Public.Resource.Org, Inc., Nos. 13-cv- 1215
& 14-cv-0857, 2017 '\VL 473822, at *1, *14-15 (D.D.C. Feb. 2, 2017).
72. See Am. Soc'y for Testing & Materials v. Public.Resource.Org, 896 F.3d 437, 441,
459 (D.C. Cir. 2018).
73. Mike Hazell, AFPA President Jim Shannon Talks About Copyright Lawsuit, NAT'L FRL
PROTlEiTION ASS'N BLOG (Oct. 8, 2013), https://community.nfpa.org/community/nfpa-to
day/blog/2013/10 /08 /nfpa-president-jim-shannon-talks-about-copright-law suit.
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There are alternative funding models that could reduce or eliminate the
need for SSOs to rely on copyright royalties, but each has its disadvantages:
* SSOs could rely on membership fees or other fees imposed on
anyone who wishes to participate in the standard-setting process.
This would simply shift the costs upstream. The difficulty is that
the fees may then operate as a barrier to participation by finan-
cially limited interest groups such as small businesses and con-
sumer advocacy groups.
74
* SSOs could rely more on donations. The difficulty here is that
this could give the largest and most wealthy members of industry
too much leverage over the standard-setting process. This could
weaken the integrity of or at least the appearance of the integrity
of the standard-setting process and compromise standard qual-
ity. In one instance, an entity that gave large donations to NFPA
threatened to discontinue its support because it was displeased
with the substance of NFPA's standards. Because NFPA had suf-
ficient revenue from other sources copyright royalties it was
able to tell the entity, in effect, to take a hike.7
* The government could pay for the licenses necessary to provide
free online access to all incorporated standards. This would effec-
tively turn the standards into public goods accessible to all, includ-
ing members of industry who would otherwise purchase copies of
the standard for non-regulatory purposes. In essence, the govern-
ment would have to buy out the market for the standard. The
cost would be prohibitive. This approach might also create a fi-
nancial incentive for an agency to use an outdated version of a
standard for which another agency had already secured the nec-
essary license, rather than select the best standard possible.
A final point to note about funding is that, as a practical matter, few stand-
ards make money. SSOs typically have a small number of standards that are
widely used and generate most of their revenue. These successful standards
74. James A. Thomas, A Binrness lodel that I orks, STANDARDIZATION NEWS (May/June
2010), https://-wv.astm.org/PRESIDENT/mjlOa-business-model that works.htnl.
75. James Shannon, President & Chief Exec. Officer, Nat'l Fire Prot. Ass'n, Remarks at
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Open Forum: Government Reliance on
Voluntary Consensus Standards and Conformance Programs (Oct. 2, 2013) (on file with
author).
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thus cover the SSOs' overall costs, including the costs to develop more minor
standards that are needed but could not generate sufficient revenue to sup-
port themselves.76 The most successful standards are also the ones that fed-
eral agencies most often need to incorporate by reference. These are the
standards most likely to have acquired de facto authoritative status in an in-
dustry due to their usefulness, proven quality, and widespread acceptance.
77
Thus, although a small percentage of all standards are used in regulation, the
standards incorporated are often the ones that generate the bulk of the reve-
nue necessary to fund standards development more broadly. As a conse-
quence, eliminating the SSOs' ability to rely on the revenue that these most
prominent standards generate would likely have significant ripple effects
throughout the entire standardization system.
78
D. Possible Solutions
This Section examines the various legal and policy solutions that have
been suggested to expand public access to standards incorporated by refer-
ence into federal regulations. The funding considerations and options dis-
cussed in the previous section may be relevant to this analysis, but SSO fund-
ing is predominantly a private sector concern. In contrast, this Section
considers solutions from the government's perspective -what could Con-
gress, the Executive Branch, or courts do to address incorporation by refer-
ence's public access problem.
Free Access Mandate. For many students, the most obvious solution to in-
corporation by reference's public access problem would be to mandate free
access to incorporated standards. Because the government neither creates
nor has unilateral control over private standards that are or may be incorpo-
rated by reference, a free access mandate would most likely need to be struc-
tured as a statutory requirement that agencies only use standards that the
public can freely access. The requirement could be imposed via a govern-
ment-wide statute, perhaps enacted as an amendment o 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1).
76. See Standard, Regulatiom and Incorporation by ReJerence: An Interview with Emily Bremer oj'the
Administrative Conjerence oj'the United States, ASTM STANDARDIZAION NEwS (Nov./Dec. 2012),
https://-ww.astm.org/standardization-news/?q=first-person/standards-regulations-and-in-
colporation-by-reference-ndl 2.html.
77. Bremer, On the Cost oj'Private Standard, supra note 7, at 332.
78. A reasonable estimate is that only 20%0 40%0 of all privately authored technical stand-
ards are incorporated by reference into federal regulations. For example, the case study of
technical standards incorporated into federal pipeline regulations revealed that, while three
SSOs were responsible for 730o of the incorporated standards, those standards were only a
tiny percentage one-tenth of 1/o, 20o, and 3.70o of the SSO's respective standards portfo-
lios. See id. at 306 07.
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This has the virtue of addressing the issue definitively in a single, government-
wide statute. There are a variety ofissues to consider in evaluating this possibility:
Would the requirement apply retroactively, to standards already
incorporated by reference, or only prospectively, to standards in-
corporated by reference after the mandate is enacted? If the for-
mer, what would be the costs in terms of funding, time, and op-
portunity costs for agencies? Would the statute include a
deadline for agencies to complete any rulemaking proceedings
necessary to amend existing regulations to remove or modify af-
fected incorporations by reference? If the statute would apply
only prospectively, would agencies then have an incentive not to
update their incorporations by reference as newer versions of the
incorporated standards became available? Standards are typi-
cally updated every two-to-five years to improve safety, reflect ad-
vances in technology, or respond to changes in industry and mar-
ket conditions.79
* What kind of free access would be required? Incorporated stand-
ards must already be accessible to the public for free at the OFR
and in agency reading rooms.8 0 If the goal is to provide access
beyond these existing public inspection requirements, the text of
any new statute mandating free access must clearly state what is
required. Possibilities here include: (1) publication of the full text
of the standard in the Federal Register and CFR; (2) online access on
the agency's own website; or (3) online access on the SSO's web-
site. If online access is required, could it be read-only access, or
must the document be available in an unrestricted format? How
can the agency provide the required free access when the standards
are copyrighted? Which option is most likely to address the SSO's
concerns for protecting their copyrights and funding models?
* If copyright prevents an agency from complying with the free ac-
cess mandate, how will that affect federal standards law and pol-
icy? The NTTAA provides that agencies may choose not to use
79. See, e.g., Bremer, incorporation by Rejerence, supra note 6, at 188; AM. Soc Y OF ME(H.
ENG'RS, BOILLR AND PRLSSURL VLSSLL CODL: AN ILTERNAIJONAL CODL (2017),
https:/ /wwv.asme.org/wvasmeorg/media/ResourceFiles/Shop/Standards/Newo20
Releases/ASME-BPVC-Brochure-w ebview.pdf [hereinafter BOILLR AND PRLSSURL VLSSLL
CODL 2017].
80. Bremer, Incorporation by Reference, supra note 6, at 136, 143.
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an available voluntary consensus standard when that use would
be "inconsistent with applicable law or otherwise impractical."
8
1
Under this language and by virtue of the last-in-time rule, agen-
cies unable to secure the mandatory free access to incorporated
standards could lawfully stop using those standards. This out-
come would undermine federal standards policy. Perhaps free ac-
cess to the law is more important than the values and benefits un-
derlying federal standards policy. But if so, presumably that value
judgment should be made deliberately and thoughtfully. If agen-
cies cannot use private standards, how will they meet their stand-
ardization needs? Do they have (or can they acquire) the xpertise
and funding necessary to develop their own standards? If so, how
will agencies address potential conflicts between government-
unique standards and private standards, which may have ac-
quired de facto authoritative status in the industry? Will such con-
flicts raise the costs of enforcement (for an agency) and compli-
ance (for industry)?
If the free access mandate effectively prevents agencies from using
copyrighted standards that cannot be made freely accessible, how
would that affect the agencies' ability to fulfill their respective stat-
utory missions?
o In some instances, an agency is required by statute to use
a specified private standard in its regulation. For exam-
ple, the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is
required by its own organic statute to use standards de-
veloped by the American Society for Testing and Mate-
rials (ASTM) in CPSC regulations on toy safety.8 2 If
ASTM standards are copyrighted and cannot be made
freely available, the CPSC would not be able to simulta-
neously: (1) meet the requirements of its organic statute;
(2) comply with a new statute mandating free access; and
(3) respect copyright.
o In other instances, there may be one or more private
standards that are authoritative in an industry and their
use may be essential to an agency's mission. For example,
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
produces the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, a multi-
81. See National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-
113, § 12(3), 110 Stat. 775, 783 (1996).
82. 16 C.F.R. § 1250.1 (2018).
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volume standard that spans thousands of pages and en-
sures the safety of everything from residential hot water
heaters to nuclear reactors.83 In continuous development
since 1914, the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code has been
the de facto national standard since the 1950s and the de
facto international standard since 1972.84 It is incorpo-
rated into the law of all 50 states and into the regulations
of numerous federal agencies.8  It also provides most of
ASME's funding,86 making the SSO extremely reluctant
to provide it available online for free. Some agencies
need to use this standard to ensure public safety or to ad-
equately explain to regulated parties how the standard
and the agency's regulatory requirements are inte-
grated.8' Again, if a standard like this is copyrighted and
cannot be made freely accessible, would a free access
mandate effectively block agencies from using such
standards even when necessary to advance their missions?
Overall, how would this affect agencies, regulated indus-
tries, and the public?
Government Licensing. Another possibility is that an agency could negotiate
with and pay SSOs for a license to publish the standards that are incorpo-
rated into regulations. This could be done incrementally, agency-by-agency,
or across government under a statutory requirement or amendment o OMB
Circular A-1 19. The implications of this approach were discussed in the
preceding section on copyright.
Free Access in Federal Depository Libraries. The public could be given free ac-
cess to incorporated standards via their inclusion in the Federal Depository
Library Program (FDPL).88 Through this program, the Government Pub-
lishing Office (GPO) distributes a collection of government documents free
of charge to 1150 designated libraries throughout the United States and its
territories.89 By statute, only "government publications" may be included in
83. See generally A\,. SocY OF M\ECH. ENG'RS, BOILLR AND PRLSSURL VLSSLL CODL
(2019), https://-ww.asme.org/shop/standards/new-releases/boiler-pressure-vessel-code;
BOILLR AND PRLSSURL VLSSLL CODL 2017, spra note 79.
84. See, e.g., Bremer, On the Cost oj'Priate Standard, supra note 7, at 327 28.
85. Se id.
86. AM\. SOCY OF M CH. ENG'RS, ANNUAL REPORT FY2018 23 (2018).
87. Bremer, On the Cost oj'Priate Standard, supra note 7, at 332.
88. See FLD. DLPOSJIOR LLBR. PROGRAM, https://w,w.fdlp.govlastvisitedlIar. 20, 2019).
89. SeeA Brij'Hi toy oj'the FDLP The FDLPJI+ bon Today, FED. DLPOSirORX L1BR. PROc;RAM
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the program.90 The statute defines "government publication" as "informa-
tional matter which is published as an individual document at Government
expense, or as required by law." 91 To include privately published materials
such as standards, the statute would need to be amended. Then, individual
agencies would be responsible for negotiating with SSOs and paying the costs
of licensing the material for distribution to depository libraries. This solution
would not achieve the ideal of free online access. But the licensing costs the
government would need to pay would likely be much lower than the costs,
previously discussed, of licensing the standards for online distribution. An-
other consideration is that when one agency has already paid the cost to in-
clude a standard in the program, another agency that later incorporates the
same standard may not have to pay the charge. This could be viewed as an
advantage; however, it also could create an incentive for agencies to incor-
porate by reference outdated versions of standards that have already been
included in the FDPL by another agency.
Elimination of Copyright Protection for Incorporated Standards. If incorporated
standards were not copyrighted, agencies could freely publish their full text
in the Federal Register and CFR or online. Copyright protection for incorpo-
rated materials, including standards, could be eliminated legislatively,
through an amendment o the Copyright Act, orjudicially, through applica-
tion of the copyright doctrines discussed above. Under such a regime, would
the incorporation by reference of a standard into a regulation effectuate a
taking that requires compensation under the Constitution's Takings
Clause?92 How would the loss of copyright as a central feature of the SSO
funding model affect the private standardization system? In the absence of
a right and incentive to prevent third parties from publishing the standards,
who would ensure that only accurate copies are being used for both regula-
tory and non-regulatory purposes? If the answer is "no one," would that
threaten public safety, economic efficiency, or other values?
Public-Private Collaboration. A final option would be for individual agencies
to negotiate with SSOs and encourage them to offer free online access to
incorporated standards during the rulemaking process and after the final reg-
ulation is promulgated. This option, for which the author of this guide has
advocated,93 is discussed in the next section. It is an incremental solution
that can be implemented without any change in the law.
Mar. 20, 2018), hps://-ww.fdlp.gov/about-fdlp/rmission-history/a-brief-histov-of-the-fdlp.
90. .See44U.S.C. § 1902 (2012).
91. Id. § 1901.
92. See U.S. CoNSI. amend. V.
93. See Bremer, Incorporation by Rebrence, supra note 6, at 141.
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E. Responses to the Public Access Issue
A class discussion of the policy options listed above could be followed by
lecture or discussion of the options that have in fact been pursued more re-
cently to address incorporation by reference's public access problem. This
section provides an overview of some of these more recent developments.
ACUS Study. In 2011, ACUS initiated a study of incorporation by refer-
ence.94 The author of this Teaching Guide was an Attorney Advisor at
ACUS at the time and both proposed the study and served as the agency's
in-house researcher. The study examined a variety of administrative law is-
sues that arise when agencies incorporate extrinsic materials in federal regu-
lations.9-  The public access issue was the most difficult and controversial
aspect of the study, and although the ACUS study also encompassed the
question of public access to non-standards materials, standards were the core
concern. In December 2011, ACUS adopted a recommendation that offered
a collaborative solution. 96 It urged administrative agencies to reach out to
copyright holders before incorporating by reference any copyrighted mate-
rial into a proposed rule or final regulation.9' It suggested that the agency
could ask the copyright holder to provide free online access to the material,
using technological tools such as read-only access that could preserve the
copyright's value.98 This solution was modeled in part on the NFPA's then
decade-long experience with offering free online access to all of its codes and
standards in a read-only format.99 This experience suggested that, although
read-only protection is somewhat costly to provide and relatively easy to
crack, it is sufficient to expand access while protecting the SSOs' core market
(i.e., people working in the relevant industry, who are likely to want hard
copies or fully functional electronic copies for use in the field).
Several Public Members of ACUS did not think the ACUS recommenda-
tion went far enough. These members included Columbia Law Professor
Peter Strauss,100 Michigan Law Professor Nina Mendelson,1 1 and Carl
94. See id.
95. See Admin. Conf. of the U.S., Recommendation 2011-5, Incorporation by ReJerence, 77
Fed. Reg. 2257 Jan. 17, 2012).
96. Id. at 2257.
97. Id. at 2258.
98. Id.
99. See Bremer, Incorporation by Reernce, supra note 6, at 177.
100. See Peter Strauss, Comment in Support of Revised Proposal for Amendment of IBR
Recommendation, (Dec. 2, 2011), https://-wv.acus.gov/sites/default/files/documents/
Revised-Strauss-Comments.pdf.
101. Nina Mendelson, Tie .Aeed Full Public Access to the Law, RLG. Rix. July 1, 2013),
https: //ww. theregreview.org/2013 /07 /01 /01-mendelson-access-to-law/.
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Malamud,102 a data transparency activist and the founder and CEO of Pub-
lic.Resource.Org. 103 These three experts have been actively involved in the
post-recommendation incorporation by reference debate, and their contri-
butions are detailed below. 
104
OFR Rulemaking. InJanuary 2012, on behalf of a group mostly composed
of other law professors, Professor Strauss filed a petition for rulemaking with
OFR, asking the agency to revise its incorporation by reference regulations
to adopt a more stringent public access requirement for incorporated stand-
ards.10 On February 27, 2012, OFR put the petition out for public com-
ment. 06 On October 2, 2013, OFR partially granted the petition by issuing
a notice of proposed rulemaking. 107 Utimately, on November 7, 2014, OFR
issued a final rule updating its incorporation by reference regulations by
adopting the ACUS recommendation and implementing it through new re-
quirements for agencies to address the public access issue in the preamble to
proposed and final incorporation by reference rules. 08
0MB Circular Revision. In March 2012, OMB began work on a revision of
Circular A- 119, in part to address the public access issue raised by the incor-
poration by reference of voluntary consensus standards in regulations. 109
The Circular had last been revised in 1998, in response to the NTTAA's
enactment. 110 On February 11, 2014, OMB put a draft revision out for pub-
lic comment."' After extensive public and interagency comment, OMB
102. See Carl Malamud, Comments on Redraft of ACUS IBR Recommendation (Oct.
1, 2011), https: //- Avv.acus.gov /sites /default /files /documents /111001-I\talamud-Comments.
pdf, Carl Malamud, Comments on Report (Sept. 12, 2011), https://wAvv.acus.gov/sites/
default/files/documents/Mlamud-Comments-on-IBR.pdf.
103. Our People, PUBLIC .RLSOuRC.ORG, htqs://public.resource.org/about/index.
html (last visitedJan. 29, 2019).
104. Video clips of Professors Strauss and Mendelson discussing incorporation by reference
are included online as palt of this course module. See Incorporation by Rejerente (T b.,te), supra note 10.
105. Incorporation by Reference, Announcement of a Petition for Rulemaking and Request
for Comments, 77 Fed. Reg. 11,414 (proposed Feb. 27, 2012) (to be codified at 1 C.F.R. pt. 51).
106. See id.
107. See Incorporation by Reference, 78 Fed. Reg. 60,784 (proposed Oct. 2, 2013) (to be
codified at 1 C.F.R. pt. 51).
108. SeeIncorporation by Reference, 1 C.F.R. § 51 (2014).
109. See Federal Participation in the Development and Use of Voluntary Consensus
Standards and in Conformity Assessment Activities, 77 Fed. Reg. 19,357 (request for infor-
mation Mar. 30, 2012).
110. See Office ofMgmt. & Budget, Exec. Office of the President, Federal Participation
in the Development and Use of Voluntary Consensus Standards and in Conformity Assess-
ment Activities, 63 Fed. Reg. 8546 (Feb. 19, 1998) [hereinafter OMB Circular A-119 (1998)].
111. See Federal Participation in the Development and Use ofVoluntarv Consensus Standards
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released a revised version of the Circular inJanuary 2016, explicitly adopting
ACUS's collaborative approach to address incorporation by reference's pub-
lic access problem. 112
Copyright Litigation. In early 2012, Public.Resource.Org set up a lawsuit to
test the scope of copyright protection for incorporated standards. 113 The or-
ganization sent a large, decorated box containing copies of standards that
had been incorporated by reference into federal regulations. 114 The box was
sent to a number of SSOs and federal government agencies, including
ACUS, OMB, and OFR. When they opened the box, they discovered red,
white, and blue packing material in the shape of the American flag, followed
by a set of reprinted standards, transmittal letters explaining the purpose of
the box, and other pictures and artwork.11-  The letter solicited comments
from the recipients, setting May 1, 2012 as the deadline for comments and
explaining that upon the close of the comment period, Public.Resource.Org
would begin posting the standards online in violation of the copyright. OMB
returned its box unopened and no comments were received. As promised,
Public.Resource.Org began to make available an online repository of the full
text of all incorporated standards.
In 2013 and 2014, two groups of SSOs filed complaints against Public.Re-
source.Org in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, alleging
and in Conformity Assessment Activities, 79 Fed. Reg. 8207 (request for comments Feb. 11, 2014).
112. See OMB CircularA-1 19 (2016), supra note 32. IMfB did not publish the full text of
the Circular in the Federal Reister. Instead, it published a notice of availabilit in the Federal
Register and then posted the full text of the Circular on the White House's website. This link
stopped working after President Trump took office, but fortunately NIST now provides the
document on its website. See Key Federal Law and Policy Documents: NTTAA & MINIB A-
119, NAT'L INST. OF STANDARDS & TLCH. July 20, 2018), https://wvw.nist.gov/standards
gov/what-we-do/federal-policy-standards/key-federal-directives.
113. Carl Malamud has also urged Congress to adopt an "Edicts of Government"
amendment o the Copyright Act to address these issues. See An Edict ojGovernment Amendment:
Hearings on Review ojU.S. Copyright Law Beore the Subcomm. On Court, Intellectual Prop., & the Internet
oj the H. Comm. on the judiciary, 113th Cong. (2014) (statement of Carl Malamud),
https://-ww.acus.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Malamudoo2OWlitteno20Testimony
oo20foro201-14-140o20Healing.pdf.
114. See Carl Malamud, Liberating America' Secret, For Pay Lawes, BOINGBONG (Nar. 19,
2012, 10:29 P1), http://boingboing.net/2012/03/19/liberating-americas-secret.htnl.
115. Slide 8 of the PowerPoint slides, I lien Technical Standards 11,feet Administrative Law: A
Teaching Guide on Incorporation by ReJerence, that are part of this course module contains some
pictures of these materials; although it is not necessary to discuss the subject in class, it certainly
adds some color to the discussion. See Incorporation by Rejerence (T ebsite), supra note 10; see abo
Cory Doctorow's Photos, FL1CKR, https://secure.flickr.com/photos/doctorow/tags/
bigboxofstandards/ (last visited Feb. 22, 2019) (providing additional photos of the materials).
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copyright infringement and seeking injunctive relief. 16 The cases were con-
solidated and in February 2017, the District Court granted summary judg-
ment to the SSOs.17 On appeal, the United States Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit reversed the district court, but declined to address the core is-
sues on constitutional avoidance grounds. 11 Rather, the court held that Pub-
lic.Resource.Org's online publication of the standards could constitute a
noninfringing fair use. 119 The opinion offered guidance on that analysis, and
the D.C. Circuit remanded the case to the district court for further proceed-
ings to evaluate fair use on a standard-by-standard basis. 20 In a concurring
opinion, Judge Katsas addressed the core issue in the case, arguing that "ac-
cess to the law cannot be conditioned on the consent of a private party."
121
American Bar Association (ABA) Resolution. In 2016, the ABA House of Dele-
gates adopted Resolution 112, urging Congress to amend the law to ensure
free public availability of incorporated materials. 122 The resolution was sup-
ported by a report from the ABA's Section on Administrative Law and Reg-
ulatory Practice, although the proposed resolution was developed by a spe-
cial Task Force on Incorporation by Reference. 123
IV. DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
This Section of this Teaching Guide provides a list of suggested discussion
questions, which can be used in whole or in part. Additional questions can
be drawn from the Learning Objectives section at the beginning of the
116. See Am. Soc'y for Testing & Materials v. Public.Resource.Org, Inc., Nos. 13-cv-
1215 & 14-cv-0857, 2017 WL 473822, at *1 (D.D.C. Feb. 2, 2017). In early 2012, the Sheet
Metal and Air Conditioning Connactors' National Association, Inc. (SMACCNA), sent Pub-
lic.Resource.Org a takedown notice and Public.Resource.Org responded by filing a preemp-
tive declaratory judgment action in the Northern District of California. See Complaint, Pub-
lic.Resource.Og v. Sheet Metal & Air Conditioning Contractors' Nat'l Ass'n, No. 13-0815
(N.D. Cal. 2013). Under pressure from the standards community, SMACCNA swiftly settled
the suit and no opinion on the merits was ever issued.
117. See Public.Resource.Org, Inc., 2017 W\L473822, at *1.
118. See Am. Soc'y for Testing & Materials v. Public.Resource.Org, Inc., 896 F.3d 437,
457 (D.C. Cir. 2018).
119. Id.
120. Id. at 458.
121. Id. (Katsas,J., concurring).
122. AM. BAR ASS'N., RESOLUTION 112 OF THL HoUSL OF DLLLGATLS (2016), https://
w-ww.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/images/abanews/20160o2OAnnualoo2OResol
utions/ 12.pdf.
123. A.B.A. SIC. AD1),N. L. RLG. PRAc., RPORI ON RLSOLU' lON 112 OF IHL HoUSL
OF DLLLGATLS (2016), http://-ww.ameicanbar.org/content/dam/aba/directories/policy
/2016 hod annual 112.docx.
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Teaching Guide. 124 To improve the quality and efficiency of the classroom
discussion, it can be helpful to provide the students with a list of the discussion
questions as part of their reading assignment. The next section, Section VI,
offers concrete suggestions about which of the following discussion questions
would best be used depending on the subject matter of the class e.g., statu-
tory interpretation, administrative law, or intellectual property. 12
Qyestion 1: Is it desirable, as a matter of policy, for the full text of standards
incorporated by reference in federal regulations to be available for free
online?
a) Why or why not?
b) What administrative law principles might be furthered by free
online availability?
Qyestion 2: Does the law require that the full text of standards incorporated
by reference in federal regulations be available for free online?
a) What does "reasonably available" in 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) mean?
Should the way this question might have been answered in 1966
control how that question should be answered today?
b) Who is within § 552(a)(1)'s "class of persons affected thereby"?
Only persons required to comply with the regulation? What
about persons who are beneficiaries of the regulation? What
about persons with a citizen's interest in what the law says?
c) Does the structure of the provision i.e., embedded in the non-
enforcement sanction for nonpublication of a legally binding
agency pronouncement suggest that the "reasonably available"
requirement in § 552(a)(1) applies only to materials incorporated
by reference in final regulations and not to those incorporated in
proposed rules?
d) Does "reasonably available" in § 552(a)(1) mean free online avail-
ability? Something less? If something less, then what?
e) Does the legislative history of the provision, S. REP. NO. 88-1219
(1964), shed light on these questions?
l) How much interpretive leeway does OFR have? Can it: (i) inter-
pret "reasonably available" to mean free online availability; (ii)
interpret "class of persons affected thereby" to include all mem-
bers of the public; and (iii) apply the statute to both proposed rules
and final regulations?
124. Se supra Part 11.
125. See infra Section VI.
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Qyestion 3: If the law does not require free online availability, are there
other steps the OFR or individual regulatory agencies could take to improve
the availability of standards incorporated by reference?
Qyestion 4: Aside from 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1), what legal requirements must
an agency keep in mind when evaluating how to address the issues raised by
regulatory incorporation by reference?
Qyestion 5: What guidance, if any, does OMB Circular A- 119 provide on
the issues raised by regulatory incorporation by reference?
a) For the OFR?
b) For a regulatory agency that uses voluntary consensus standards?
Qyestion 6: Does Congress need to take action to address the issues raised
by regulatory incorporation by reference? If so, what action should Congress
take?
Qyestion 7: What is the copyright status of standards incorporated by ref-
erence into federal regulations?
a) Are standards eligible for copyright protection?
b) Would it be a fair use for the government to post an incorporated
standard online? Does the answer depend on whether the stand-
ard is incorporated into a proposed rule or a final regulation?
c) When an agency incorporates a standard by reference in a federal
regulation, does the standard become part of the public domain?
d) When an agency incorporates a standard by reference in a federal
regulation, does the idea of the standard merge with the fact of
the law?
e) If a government agency unilaterally incorporates by reference a
standard into a regulation, resulting in a loss of copyright protec-
tion, is the government liable for damages? Would such an action
by government constitute a taking under the Fifth Amendment?
V. MODEL LESSON PLANS
This course module could be used in a variety of ways depending on the
subject matter of the course and the instructor's goals. Below are a few sug-
gested approaches, although others are certainly possible. This Teaching
Guide and the rest of the course module are designed to offer all the resources
an instructor might need to tailor the issues as appropriate. For each subject
matter course, the guidelines provided below offer suggestions for which of
the other materials provided in this module i.e., readings, discussion ques-
tions, PowerPoint slides, and videos may be most suitable to use with
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students. For the instructor's convenience, the suggested Discussion Ques-
tions, which appear in the preceding section, are also reprinted below.
A. Statutoiy Inteipretation
Goal: Learn how to interpret a statute. Depending on how much time
the instructor wishes to devote, the discussion can encompass: (1) textual
analysis; (2) use of legislative history in interpretation; (3) special difficulties
of applying an older statute to a new problem; and (4) how adjacent policies
can complicate a seemingly straightfonvard interpretive question.
Class Time: 10 30 minutes.
Reading Assignment: The most suitable reading assignment will de-
pend on how much time the instructor wishes to devote to the module, as
well as the depth of the anticipated discussion.
For a brief discussion of how to interpret a text, assign:
* Excerpt from FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) (2012) (adopted in
1966).
For a discussion including use of legislative history, add:
* Excerpt from FOIA's legislative history, S. REP. NO. 88-1219, at
11 12 (1964) ("Description of Subsection (a)," appearing on page
6 of 9).
For a discussion delving further into the policy issues, add one of the fol-
lowing:
* Emily S. Bremer, A Alultidimensional Problem, 45 EN\TTL. L. REP.
10783 (2015).
* Emily S. Bremer, Collaboration Is the Ky to Alaking the Law Free, in
Regulating by Reference, REG. REV. July 2, 2013), https://
www.v.theregreview.org/2013/07/02/02-bremer-collaboration/;
Nina A. Mendelson, We Need Full Public Access to the Law, in
Regulating by Reference, REG. REV. July 1, 2013), https://
wwwv.theregreview.org/2013/07/01/01-mendelson-access-to-
law/; Peter L. Strauss, Agencies Should Pay for Any Copyrighted
Alaterials They Incoiporate by Reference, in Regulating by Reference, REG.
REV. (Dec. 1, 2011), https://www.theregreview.org/201 /12/
01/agencies-should-pay-for-any-copyrighted-materials-they-
incorporate-by-reference/;126 or
126. This series of three essays, collectively titled Regulating by ReJerence, offers different
perspectives on how best to address incorporation by reference's public access issue. The
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Emily S. Bremer, New Rules on Incoiporated Standards Encourage
Jecessay Public-Private Collaboration, in Incorporating Private Standards
into Public Regulations, REG. REV. (Jan. 27, 2015), https://
www.theregreview.org/2015/01 / 27/bremer-public-private-
collab/; Nina A. Mendelson, Public Access to the Law A lust Be Taken
Alore Seriously, in Incorporating PiWvate Standards into Public Regulations,
REG. REV. (Jan. 28, 2015), https://www.theregreview.org/
2015/01/28/mendelson-public-access/; Peter L. Strauss, We
Decline to Define 'Reasonably Available, in Incoiporating Private Standards
into Public Regulations, REG. REV. Jan. 26, 2015),
https://wv-wv.theregreview.org/2015/01 /26/strauss-reasonably-
available/.127
Guiding the Classroom Discussion: At a minimum, have students
read the relevant statutory provision, 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1), which permits an
agency to satisfy its obligation to publish material in the Federal Register by
incorporating by reference "matter reasonably available to the class of per-
sons affected thereby." 128 For a short discussion of how to analyze and apply
a statutory text, the provision can be provided with Slide 9 of the accompany-
ing slide set. The instructor can give a cursory introduction to the policy ques-
tion and then work the students through Discussion Question 2 on Slide 10.
For a longer discussion that touches on the use of legislative history in
statutory interpretation or considers the problem of applying an older statute
to a new set of circumstances (or both), have the students read the statute and
its legislative history before coming to class and use Discussion Question 2
with Slides 9 and 10.
For a more detailed discussion of the broader policy issues and surprising
complexity of the interpretive question, have the students read the statute
and one of the shorter works summarizing the incorporation by reference
problem. A good option for this purpose would be Emily S. Bremer, A Aul-
tidimensional Problem, 29 or one of the two series of essays on incorporation by
reference published in The Regulatoy Review. 30 The instructor can then lead
entire series is available at Regulating by Rejfernce, REG. RLN. (July 2, 2013), https://
www v.theregreview.org/2013/07/02/regulating-by-reference/.
127. This collection of essays, collectively titled Incorporating Private Standards into Public
Regulatioms, offers different perspectives on the OFR's revised incorporation by reference
regulations and is available at Incorporating Private Standards into Public Regulations, RIG. RLV.
Jan. 26, 2015), https://-wwv.theregreview.org/2015/01/26/seies-incolporation-by-reference/.
128. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) (2012).
129. See Bremer, A iAlultidimenional Problem, supra note 9.
130. See Regulating by Reererce, supra note 126; Incorporating Pivate Standards into Public
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the class through the statutory analysis as discussed above, followed by a
more nuanced discussion of the federal standards policy dimension of the
problem using Discussion Questions 4 and 5 with Slides 3, 4, 11, and 12.
Discussion Questions: The most suitable Discussion Questions will
also depend on the length and depth of the desired classroom discussion.
For discussions of text and legislative history, use Question 2:
Qyestion 2: Does the law require that the full text of standards incorporated
by reference in federal regulations be available for free online?
a) What does "reasonably available" in 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) mean?
Should the way this question might have been answered in 1966
control how that question should be answered today?
b) Who is within § 552(a)(1)'s "class of persons affected thereby"?
Only persons required to comply with the regulation? What
about persons who are beneficiaries of the regulation? What
about persons with a citizen's interest in what the law says?
c) Does the structure of the provision i.e., embedded in the non-
enforcement sanction for non-publication of a legally binding
agency pronouncement suggest that the "reasonably available"
requirement in § 552(a)(1) applies only to materials incorporated
by reference in final regulations and not to those incorporated in
proposed rules?
d) Does "reasonably available" in § 552(a)(1) mean free online avail-
ability? Something less? If something less, then what?
e) Does the legislative history of the provision, S. REP. NO. 88-1219
(1964), shed light on these questions?
l) How much interpretive leeway does OFR have? Can it: (i) inter-
pret "reasonably available" to mean free online availability; (ii)
interpret "class of persons affected thereby" to include all mem-
bers of the public; and (iii) apply the statute to both proposed rules
and final regulations?
For a further discussion of the policy issues, add Questions 4
and 5:
Qyestion 4: Aside from 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1), what legal requirements must
an agency keep in mind when evaluating how to address the issues raised by
regulatory incorporation by reference?
Regulatiom, supra note 127.
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Qyestion 5: What guidance, if any, does OMB Circular A- 119 provide on
the issues raised by regulatory incorporation by reference?
a) For the OFR?
b) For a regulatory agency that uses voluntary consensus standards?
PowerPoint Slides: For a discussion of text and legislative history, use
Slides 9 and 10. For a discussion delving further into the policy issues, add
Slides 3, 4, 11, and 12.
Videos: Videos may be found on the Incorporation by Reference module
on the Penn Program on Regulation's website.
B. Administrative Law/Legislation and Regulation
Goal: To give the students, toward the end of the course, an opportunity
to use what they have learned throughout the course. The incorporation by
reference issue touches upon statutory interpretation, regulatory implemen-
tation, and legislation, and offers an opportunity to explore the role of legis-
lative and regulatory institutions in the public law ecosystem.
Class Time: To work through the full set of issues, at least one eighty-
minute class period.
Reading Assignment: In preparation for class, have the students read
all the Core Materials listed in Part VII.A., below, which include:
* Excerpt from FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) (2012) (adopted in
1966).
* Excerpt from FOIA's legislative history, S. REP. NO. 88-1219, at
11 12 (1964) ("Description of Subsection (a)," appearing on page
6 of 9).
* OMB Circular A- 119:131
o Office of Mgmt. & Budget, Exec. Office of the President,
Federal Participation in the Development and Use of
Voluntary Consensus Standards and in Conformity As-
sessment Activities, 63 Fed. Reg. 8546 (Feb. 19, 1998).
131. The 1998 and 2016 versions of the Circular are substantially the same with respect
to the core elements of federal standards policy. But the 2016 version addresses the incorpo-
ration by reference public access issue. If the instructor wants students to consider how federal
standards policy would affect their own solution to the incorporation by reference issue, it
makes sense to assign the 1998 version.
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o Office of Mgmt. & Budget, Exec. Office of the President,
Federal Participation in the Development and Use of
Voluntary Consensus Standards and in Conformity As-
sessment Activities, 81 Fed. Reg. 4673 (Jan. 27, 2016).
* Admin. Conf. of the U.S., Recommendation 2011-5, Incoiporation
by Reference, 77 Fed. Reg. 2257 Jan. 17, 2012).
* Incorporation by Reference, 1 C.F.R. § 51 (2014).
In addition, the instructor can provide students in advance with a list of
the discussion questions that will be used to guide the classroom discussion.
Guiding the Classroom Discussion: Although this material could be
taught in multiple ways, the author of this Teaching Guide has started with a
short lecture that lays the groundwork by describing standards and standard-
setting organizations, the NTTAA, and OMB Circular A- 119, using Slides
1 5. Before commencing the classroom discussion, it is prudent to ensure that
students understand what a "standard" is in this context. Students are often
initially confused as to what "standards" mean in this context (i.e., voluntary
technical standards) because law school has already instilled in them a strong
sense of what is a "standard" (i.e., mandatory legal standards). The author of
this guide has found that the definitional and conceptual distinction is best
addressed early and directly. To add color, the instructor can introduce stu-
dents to the advocates shaping this debate, including by discussing Carl Mal-
amud and his campaign to force free access to standards using Slide 7. Next,
the constraints imposed by copyright are introduced using Slide 6.
Having laid the groundwork, the instructor can open the discussion by
asking students the policy question of whether the full text of incorporated
standards should be available for free online using Discussion Question 1 and
Slide 8. In the author's experience, many if not most students initially say
"yes" to this question. The instructor can then turn to the first legal question,
which is the statutory interpretation question of whether 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1)
requires free online availability of incorporated standards using Discussion
Question 2 and Slide 8. If desired, and depending on how the students re-
spond to the first two questions, the instructor can use this as an opportunity
to discuss whether and to what extent the policy and legal questions should
or must be addressed separately with Slide 8.
With respect to the statutory interpretation questions, the instructor can
spend minimal time, asking only what the text of § 552(a)(1) requires using
Discussion Question 2 and Slides 9 and 10, or can delve more deeply by
considering the 1966 legislative history of the provision with Discussion
Question 2(e). Further nuance can be added by discussing how federal stand-
ards policy affects the analysis with Discussion Question 5 and Slide 12.
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Throughout the discussion, institutional allocations of authority can also be
discussed with Discussion Questions 2(d), 2(l, 3, 4, 5 and Slides 10 and 11.
As the discussion proceeds, the instructor can encourage the students to
offer their solutions to improving public access to incorporated standards.
Focusing on solutions offers many opportunities to press students to under-
stand how seemingly disparate legal requirements and doctrines
§ 552(a)(1), federal standards law and policy, and copyright law interact in
unforeseen and challenging ways. The instructor can wrap the discussion up
by informing the students about how the issue has been and is being ad-
dressed by various institutions to date with Slide 13, and Responses to the
Public Access Issue section of this Teaching Guide.
Discussion Questions: Discussion Questions 1 6 have been designed
with this use of the module in mind.
Qyestion 1: Is it desirable, as a matter of policy, for the full text of standards
incorporated by reference in federal regulations to be available for free online?
a) Why or why not?
b) What administrative law principles might be furthered by free
online availability?
Qyestion 2: Does the law require that the full text of standards incorporated
by reference in federal regulations be available for free online?
a) What does "reasonably available" in 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) mean?
Should the way this question might have been answered in 1966
control how that question should be answered today?
b) Who is within § 552(a)(1)'s "class of persons affected thereby"?
Only persons required to comply with the regulation? What
about persons who are beneficiaries of the regulation? What
about persons with a citizen's interest in what the law says?
c) Does the structure of the provision i.e., embedded in the non-
enforcement sanction for non-publication of a legally binding
agency pronouncement suggest that the "reasonably available"
requirement in § 552(a)(1) applies only to materials incorporated
by reference in final regulations and not to those incorporated in
proposed rules?
d) Does "reasonably available" in § 552(a)(1) mean free online avail-
ability? Something less? If something less, then what?
e) Does the legislative history of the provision, S. REP. NO. 88-1219
(1964), shed light on these questions?
l) How much interpretive leeway does OFR have? Can it: (i) inter-
pret "reasonably available" to mean free online availability; (ii)
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interpret "class of persons affected thereby" to include all mem-
bers of the public; and (iii) apply the statute to both proposed rules
and final regulations?
Qyestion 3: If the law does not require free online availability, are there
other steps the OFR or individual regulatory agencies could take to improve
the availability of standards incorporated by reference?
Qyestion 4: Aside from 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1), what legal requirements must
an agency keep in mind when evaluating how to address the issues raised by
regulatory incorporation by reference?
Qyestion 5: What guidance, if any, does OMB Circular A- 119 provide on
the issues raised by regulatory incorporation by reference?
a) For the OFR?
b) For a regulatory agency that uses voluntary consensus standards?
Qyestion 6: Does Congress need to take action to address the issues raised by
regulatory incorporation by reference? If so, what action should Congress take?
PowerPoint Slides: PowerPoint Slides 1 13 have been designed with
this use of the module in mind.
Videos: Videos may be found on the Incorporation by Reference module
on the Penn Program on Regulation's website.132
C. Intellectual Property/Copy ght
Goal: Help students understand issues related to copyright in standards,
particularly when those standards are incorporated into federal regulations.
Class Time: 15 45 minutes, depending on range of issues discussed.
Reading Assignment: At a minimum, assign Veeck v. Southern Building
Code Congress International, Inc., 293 F.3d 791 (5th Cir. 2002). To support an
even more robust discussion of the fair use question, assign "hether Government
Reproduction of Copyrighted Materials is a Noninfringing "Fair Use," 23 Op. 0.L.C.
87, 104 (1999), https: //www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/olc/ opin-
ions/ 1999/04/31 /op-olc-v023-p0087.pdf.
132. Incorporation by Reerence (fI ebsite), supra note 10.
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Guiding the Classroom Discussion: As in other classes, this material
could be taught in multiple ways. The instructor may find that it is useful to
begin with a short lecture that lays the groundwork by describing standards
and standard-setting organizations, the NTTAA, and OMB Circular A- 119,
on Slides 1 5. Before commencing the classroom discussion, it is prudent to
ensure that students understand what a "standard" is in this context. Stu-
dents are often initially confused as to what "standards" mean in this context
(i.e., voluntary technical standards) because law school has already instilled
in them a strong sense of what is a "standard" (i.e., mandatory legal stand-
ards). The author of this Guide has found that the definitional and concep-
tual distinction is best addressed early and directly. To add color, the in-
structor can introduce students to the advocates shaping this debate,
including by discussing Carl Malamud and his campaign to force free access
to standards with Slide 7. Next, the constraints imposed by copyright can be
introduced with Slide 6. Using Discussion Question 7, the instructor can
work students through the analysis of the multiple copyright doctrines that
are implicated. The discussion may be concluded with a litigation update.
Discussion Question:
Qyestion 7: What is the copyright status of standards incorporated by ref-
erence into federal regulations?
a) Are standards eligible for copyright protection?
b) Would it be a fair use for the government to post an incorporated
standard online? Does the answer depend on whether the stand-
ard is incorporated into a proposed rule or a final regulation?
c) When an agency incorporates a standard by reference in a federal
regulation, does the standard become part of the public domain?
d) When an agency incorporates a standard by reference in a federal
regulation, does the idea of the standard merge with the fact of
the law?
e) If a government agency unilaterally incorporates by reference a
standard into a regulation, resulting in a loss of copyright protec-
tion, is that a taking under the Fifth Amendment?
PowerPoint Slides: Use Slides 1 7.
Videos: Videos may be found on the Incorporation by Reference module
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VI. READING MATERIALS
A. Core Alaterials for Instructor and Student Preparation
* Excerpt from FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(1) (adopted 1966).
* Excerpt from FOIA's legislative history, S. REP. NO. 88-1219 (1964)
("Description of Subsection (a)," appearing on page 6 of 9).
* OMB Circular A-119:14
o Office of Mgmt. & Budget, Exec. Office of the President, Federal
Participation in the Development and Use of Voluntary Con-
sensus Standards and in Conformity Assessment Activities, 63
Fed. Reg. 8546 (Feb. 19, 1998).
o Office of Mgmt. & Budget, Exec. Office of the President, Federal
Participation in the Development and Use of Voluntary Con-
sensus Standards and in Conformity Assessment Activities, 81
Fed. Reg. 4673 (Jan. 27, 2016).
* Admin. Conf. of the U.S., Recommendation 2011-5, Incoiporation by
Reference, 77 Fed. Reg. 2257 (Jan. 17, 2012).
* Incorporation by Reference, 1 C.F.R. § 51 (2014).
B. Additional Materials for Further Reading
* Admin. Conf. of the U.S., Recommendation 78-4, Guidance in Federal
Agency Interaction with Pivate Standard-Setting Organizations, 44 Fed. Reg.
1357, 1357 (Jan. 5, 1979).
* National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995, Pub. L.
No. 104-113, § 12, 110 Stat. 775.
* Whether Government Reproduction of Copyrighted Materials is a Non-
infringing "Fair Use," 23 Op. O.L.C. 87, 104 (1999), https://w ww,.jus
tice.gov/sites/default/files/olc/opinions/ 1999/04/31 /op-olc-v023-p
0087.pdf.
* Veeck v. Southern Building Code Congress International, Inc., 293 F.3d 791 (2002)
(5th Cir. 2002) (en banc).
* Incorporation by Reference, 77 Fed. Reg. 11,414 (announcement of a
petition and comments requested Feb. 27, 2012).
134. The 1998 and 2016 versions of the Circular are substantially the same with respect to
the core elements of federal standards policy. But the 2016 version specifically addresses the in-
colporation by reference public access issue. If the instructor wants students to consider how
federal standards policy w odd affect their own solution to the incolporation by reference issue,
it makes sense to assign the 1998 version.
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* Incorporation by Reference, 78 Fed. Reg. 60,784 (proposed Oct. 2, 2013).
* Carl Malamud, Liberating America's Secret, For-Pay Laws, BOINGBOING
(Mar. 19, 2012, 10:29 PM), http://boingboing net/2012/03/19/liber
ating-americas-secret.html.
* OFFICE OF FED. REGISTER, IBR HANDBOOK (2017), https:// www.ar-
chives.gov/files/federal-register/write/handbook/ibr.pdf.
* Federal Participation in the Development and Use of Voluntary Con-
sensus Standards and in Conformity Assessment Activities, 77 Fed. Reg.
19,357 (request for information Mar. 30, 2012).
* Federal Participation in the Development and Use of Voluntary Con-
sensus Standards and in Conformity Assessment Activities, 79 Fed. Reg.
8207 (request for comment Feb. 11, 2014).
* ABA Resolution 112 (adopted Aug. 9, 2016).
o A.B.A. SEC. ADMIN. L. REG. PRAC., TASK FORCE ON
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE, PROPOSED RESOL- UTION
AND REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES (2016),
https://sharc.ansi.org/Sharcd/ 2ODocumcnts/Standards/ 2OAc
tivitics /Critical%20 Olssucs /ABA% 2ORcsolution% 20 on % 2OIBR/
ABA%20Rcsolution%20and%2ORcport.pdf
o Lorelei Laird, After Debate, ABA House Callsfor Publication of Fr-




* Am. Socyfor Testing &Alaterials v. Public.Resource. Oig Inc., Nos. 13-cv- 1215
& 14-cv-0857, 2017 WL 473822, at *1, *14 (D.D.C. Feb. 2, 2017).
* Am. Socyfor Testing &A2laterials v. Public.Resource.Or Inc., 896 F.3d 437,
441 (D.C. Cir. 2018).
C. Shorter Commentaries Discussing the Issues
* Standards, Regulations and Incoiporation by Reference: An Intoview with Emily
Bremer of the Administrative Conference ofthe United States, STANDARDIZATION
NEWS at 18 (Nov. /Dec. 2012) (discussing incorporation by reference and
the ACUS project on the subject).
* Emily S. Bremer, Technical Standards Aleet Administrative Law: A Pimer on an
Ongoing Debate, 65 STANDARDS ENGINEERING 1 (Mar. /Apr. 2013) (sum-
marizing the issues raised by regulatory incorporation by reference).
* Emily S. Bremer, Collaboration Is the Ky to Alfaking the Law Free, in Regulating
by Reference, REG. REV. July 2, 2013), https://www.the regreview.org/
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2013/07/02/02-bremer-collaboration/; Nina A. Mendelson, WeNeedFull
Public Access to the Law, in Regulating by Reference, REG. REV. (July 1, 2013),
https://-wwvw.theregreview.org/2013/07/01/01 -mendelson-access-to-
law/; Peter L. Strauss, Agencies Should Payfor Any Copyrighted Alaterials They
Incoporate by Reference, in Regulating by Reference, REG. REV. (Dec. 1, 2011),
https://www.v.theregreview.org/ 2011 / 12/01/agencies-should-pay-for-
any-copyrighted-materials-they-incorporate-by-reference/;13- or
" Emily S. Bremer, New Rules on Incoiporated Standards Encourage Necessaly
Public-Private Collaboration, in Incoiporating Prhvate Standards into Public
Regulations, REG. REV. Jan. 27, 2015), https://www, theregreview.org/
2015/01/27/bremer-public-private-collab/; Nina A. Mendelson, Public
Access to the Law A lust Be Taken Afore Seriousy, in Incolporating Pvate Standards
into Public Regulations, REG. REV. Jan. 28, 2015), https://www.thereg
review.org/2015/ 01/28/mendelson-public-access/; Peter L. Strauss,
We Decline to Define 'Reasonably Available, in Incoiporating Phvate Standards into
Public Regulations, REG. REV. Jan. 26, 2015), https://www.thereg review.
org/2015/01/26/strauss-reasonably-available/.136
* Emily S. Bremer, A Alultidimensional Problem, 45 EN\TL. L. REP. 10783,
10783 (2015) (briefly examining the multiple dimensions administra-
tive law, standards policy, and copyright of the incorporation by refer-
ence debate).
* A.B.A. SEC. ADMIN. L. REG. PRAC., REPORT ON RESOLUTION 107A
OF THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES, (2016), https://www.americanbar.
org/content/dam/aba/administrative/administrative-law/107a%20incorpo
ration%20by%20reference.authcheckdam.pdf (approved as Resolution
112 of the House of Delegates, AM. BAR ASS'N. (2016)).
D. Longer Academic Articles jor Background Reading
* Robert W. Hamilton, 77e Role ofNongovemmental Standards in the Development
of Alandatomy Federal Standards Affecting Safety or Health, 56 TEX. L. REV.
1329 (1978).
* Pamela Samuelson, Qyestioning Copyright in Standards, 48 B.C. L. REV.
193 (2007).
135. This series of three essays, collectively titled Regulating by ReJerence, offers different
perspectives on how best to address incorporation by reference's public access issue. See Reg
ulating by ReJerence, supra note 126.
136. This collection of essays, collectively titled Incorporating Priate Standards into Public
Regulatiom, offers different perspectives on the OFR's revised incorporation by reference. See
Incorporating Priate Standar& into Public Regulation, supra note 127.
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* Emily S. Bremer, Incorporation by Reference in an Open-Government Age, 36
HARV.J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 131 (2013) (suggesting ways agencies can address
the various administrative law issues that arise when they incorporate ex-
trinsic materials, including standards, into federal regulations).
* Peter L. Strauss, Private Standards Organizations and Public Law, 22 WM. &
MARY BILL RTS.J. 497 (2013) (arguing for a more aggressive approach
than the ACUS recommendation to ensuring free online access to incor-
porated standards).
* Nina A. Mendelson, Private Control over Access to Public Law: The Peiplexing
Federal Regulatory Use of Private Standards, 112 MICH. L. REV. 737
(2014) (making the strongest case for free online access to incorporated
standards).
* Emily S. Bremer, On the Cost of PiWvate Standards in Public Law, 63 KAN. L.
REV. 279 (2015) (offering a case study of the costs of standards incorpo-
rated into federal pipeline safety regulations and a short-lived attempt to
statutorily mandate free online access).
APPENDIX: INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE GLOSSARY
ABA American Bar Association
ACUS Administrative Conference of the United States
ANSI American National Standards Institute
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CPSC Consumer Product Safety Commission
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FDPL Federal Depository Library Program
FOIA Freedom of Information Act
GPO Government Printing Office
IBR incorporation by reference
NFPA National Fire Protection Association
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
NTTAA National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act
of 1995
OFR Office of the Federal Register
OLC Department ofJustice's Office of Legal Counsel
OMB Office of Management and Budget
SIBR database Standards Incorporated by Reference database
SSO standard-setting organization
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